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ABSTRACT.Two basic laws of multifractatelasticity áre formu}ated in géner'al form, leading to a
closed system of constitutive equations. This approach allows tó' exp}ain 'íhe elasticity of materi-
als governed by multifractal and hookean medíanisms. It is also noted that for materials of pure
multifractal origin their elasti¿ behavior can be used to estímate three first generalized dimensions
(metric, information, and correlation) of random (multifractal) microstructure. With the intro-
duced new framework, classical formulas for rubber-like,and spring-like elasticity are derived as
well as constitutive equations for superelastic materials. The theoretical resultsreasonably agree
with.experimental data and computer simulations reported in the literature.

RESUMEN.Se formulan"en forma;general dos leyes básicas de la elastfeidad multifractal, que con-
ducena>un sistema de ecuaciones constitutivas. Este método permite explicar el comportamiento
elástico de materiales gobernados por mecanismos multifractales y /tookeanos. Se discute que para
materiales de origen puramente multifractal, su comportamiento elástico puede ser empleado para
estimar las dimensiones métrica, de información y de correlación de microestructuras estocásticas
(multifractales). En este nuevo marco de referencia, se derivan las fórmulas clásicas dé elastici-
dad rubber-like y spring-like, así como las ecuaciones constitutivas para materiales superelásticos.
Los resultados teóricos obtenidos coinciden razonabÍemente con los datos experimentales y con las
simulaciones computacionales reportadas en la literatura.

PACS: 03.40.Dz; 62.20.Dc; 64.30.+t

In the last ten years the theory of materials with randol!l (fraetal 01' multifraetal) mi-
erostrueture has beeome an attraetive tapie in mechanies ando physics of solías [1-6].
Statistieal properties of a multifraetal are eharaeterized by a speetrum ofgeneralized di-
mensions dq [1]. Generally, the generalized dimens!pn dq = O is equal to the metrie (fractal)
<iimensionevaluated by means of the box-counting algorithm, i.e., do = dF, which for mul-
tifractal structureis greatcr than its topologieal dimension dT, but smaller than;' 01'equal",
to, the topologiealdimension d of the enveloping Euclidean spaee, i.e., dT < dF ~ dj the
generalizeddimcnsion of arder q = 1 is equal to the,iiíformátion dimension dI = d¡ j and
the dimension dq = 2 is equal to the eorrelation integr~l exponent de = d2, algo called

eOÍ'relation dimension. Acrogel, eolloidal aggregates, polymcrs, some types of composite
materials, porous media, cte. llave a multifractal structure in a'wide range of spatial scales
Lo < L < Lu [1-3].
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IJ}"'~' - k'ei~fou.rdifferent';typesoéelastlcity" [4]1a.r~~pioadlyus~d foromodeling elastic
bella f !ll,.teria1s'with plultifr&ftaI, ÍJÜt' ~ ~ure:' 1t~elastiC'1ty'ot"~J1ergetic nature~,.~ .'," o" o~"", "o. o

(elaSt. ntinuiÚn;'crystaIs, "polYcrYStiUs';"'e , ased olÍ:tne generaU~;Hooke'8 la.wj
2) entropy eI~ticity(elastomers), b~eponGáus~)an statiSt!cS <tíeleme~ts(mjcrofstru~-
túre¡ a¡ñYJ>er':and sup~relasÜdty, which are described by usiÍlg plienomenologicaI:models-
for elastic ~poientialj and 4) spring-li~e elast~city (191lgpoIymer Cháirls, foamB, Borne~tru<:~
turaI composjtes, et~.) b' on tpe:em JricáI form~la fol: spril!g~~o;. '.' .::" .

In:th~ se~Qfour wo. .,' :,;gr~;yp~'of eras' . sugieStiji'that::¡siheo:rqulti-
fract.~elasticity;(seeaJso;r~iewg15,6 ogI '. e)l.ávior forUl~térialSwith".
fráCf d multifr~a.t . , . .,aY "d~ ,'~ ~""Qr 41co~ '~h~

.' bas'~ /~() ;pos~te<l'P gidilJa s oftéVe,r.~l .~'deforníatt9h ultifractaI
structures. --o :~. '..0 .~ o,. -"'~;::- ,., .,' -<,o o

lJi, 'thi~attic1e' we~"giv ~''g~ri~¡átdormulationJ~r t~t l~!is o(~uiti.fractaI
elast{~it' " .!le >' o in ofeoii~titü~iv~'fquatioIÍs;::,illO~.be sñ()\ynth~t
tbe-.entr - ike e ." super.,.and 4Yí>erelasticit~;~("¡::'8pring-!r tici~Yc.aie
~he spj<:ifi~" of the m~ al ~ .. .¡he.generalization oí tlte d opedíi.theory

\vhitili-elJm1>i the multif¡'~ lid: fÍu}déWo es .1s'a:ls~ di$cUSSed.
"0B_~la\vs of.>reyersibledeformati~el~icin 'tOi'mülat~ inthe
geneJ'aI'fo~mas fóllt')ws:."< " ",;c;"~;""': .~, o' ,

1) ~When the~~emiil ¡; F¡s'ííppliea ttl'iiit't!laitic 'is'~jjio;ctiil;objed,
~JormatÍlin8 ocC.urlength,scale bellond;;~ain:chns~ length,llJh,icJ.',

'. ~pends oJP,; Th~;,:'Ut o'01 ~n' éxternal c8treS$:¿re-adstp tn,e ap1Jé".;ante oj ~,,~ unique
netOcharoc~tr¿~~1 o th~LE~~;:2'",.., .;,' oo." ; ~,': . ,o"'~;,~,,:; " "o

Ir this-Jawis valid, ;; the secon9':l~w ott~9dyifámics-it foJlows i1lat)1í~ force

obeys reíatioJi~' o ..' ,°; . ."~~~ ."C:"¡:, ".,:': C-i~ ' ,
, "1

(
aw

) J t au, )
"'"' '~ "'

(
as

),F~.~ 'IJLF ;:~;f1ll-/ 'T,'-'1' IJE; T' (l} .

Tbe fi!8ftermon ,th~ right of Eq. (1) is,eyidently the energy component of internal, forces,-
~"'and the secondter~s is theentropic coIBP<:ment",o;, ",,'" , : ,

, 2) The reversible !-eJorma~io'MQl multijractaa are homeom~rphi~; , affine.
It jadear that ah°Inoe~orphi9 deform,ation(one-to-oneami ontót formatiori) does

not ~gethe mettic'(fractaI) dimenl)ion,ofa deformed multifracta1..Moreover in Ref. (15]
it waSshown that thel'e are' gesmthe informátion:land córrelation dimensions a.f.

t:eI"'aJfi~etrán~fórmation'(de )~!:~f mult,ifl'act'fsthl~t ure,whi}ec.t~e limiti~~!alues
, , ;:e;' " ,~:::-:", "

, , " tyPés o'{elastic be.1ui,~' 'e'b¡.sed~ó1i':;différent1>henom~íiologicaj-la\~
perimesl81 tactsf~dJead to dJft'ert( , ,'. ijutive ~ equations. '"'"' , ",'¡;~':f., "1~"'¡': ,~

, ,2 1'he'~initiaI IOOtphology'Q.fí~muJt, ta1r~ ',be chaiactéOzed;;,by oJ}e;or;¿m~re:,.gtb:
sCalePara.IJ.1eteFS'Lior dOE!Snót have them~. 'the fitst casththe:.ct:.may"ha~rphXsi:caJ
signific,an~esuch as characteristi~ d~~nsion of-blob~ in' a polymer, ch!Ú'~teristic oSi2:Et'ofcells" °L
meandistantebetWeenineIu.' "', QpipQSitematerial,cbaracteristii:rádius6f<;9rrelationsin a

,: random network'and aerogél, , foll~ivs from the'lá.w p'Ostul~ted,'abo~, onfY:one of the~set
of scaJe parametérs Li (or the\r invariantcótnbiriation) depenas on,ctlie'exíernal forceS. If theinitiaJ
mllltifractaJ gttucture has nostále pa.tain~teistken the physical rñéariingóf LF. is the'Characteristic
lengthabOve which deformations occur. ': '

,
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'oí generalized dimension spectrum, e.g., doo and d_oo,after affine.transformation in gen-
eral differ from those for initial multifractal structure. Therefore, if the second postulate
(law) is valid the metric, information, and cmrelation dimensions of deformed multifractal
structure are constant.

The mass density p of a material with multifractal microstructure generally depends
on the length scale,L [3]. Dimensional" analysis implies the following general' functional
relation:

,,

(~c LF) ( )P=PoiJ! L'L =POiJ!Ac,Af, (2)

where W is a dimensionless function of its dimensionless arguments Ac= ~c/L and~Af =
LF/L; ~c is the correlation length of multifractal (micro)structure. It is well known that
within the bounded interval

LF ~'L...~ ~c (3)
+

the,mass density of multifractal structure p(L) obeys á power law behávior [3}'{According
to inequality(3) the secondargument of the dimensionlessfunctioniJ!(Ac, Af) is small
(.\f ~ 1); so that ati'the asymptotic self-similar state we can apply to the function iJ!a
sqaling (incomple'teself-similarity) representation [16]

P0F=PpX¡c~ 'IjJ(Ac), Q = d - dF, (4)

where 'dF is the fractal Emetric, box-counting) dimension'pf the multifractal ami 'IjJis a
dimensioñalessfunction of ~'c; Notice that,p possessscaling behavior (4) in"the initial'stat~
of the multifractal structure' as well aw"after any deformation of this structure, but~c and
dF, generally speaking, may be differentbefore and after the deformation.

However, according to the first la~9f reversible deformations, only the characteristic
length LF changes after elastic (reversible) deformation of elastically isotropic multifractal,
so that ~c must be constant. Furthermore, elastic deformations "are h<:nueomorphic by
definition and thus do not change the metric dimension dF of the deformed multifractal,

. so that the scaling expqnent Q is algo constant.
By this means, the mass density of elastic multifractal structure arte! its reversible

(homeomorphic) deformation caused by different external force§ Fl and F2 is equal to
p(F¡) = POAfl'IjJ(Ac)~nd p(F2) = POAf2'IjJ(Ac),respectively.Hence the ratio p(F¡)/ p(F2) is
Jlot ¡dependent on neither the varia15le ICl~gthscale ? nor..the correlation length ~c and
scales as .

"

p(F¡) = (
Afl

)-(): = (LFl )-(): = AFO:'
p( F2) Af2 L F2 T=const

Q = d - dF, (5)

i. e. the relation governing the change in the mass density p of elastically deformed mul-
tifractaJs is similar to the relation that governs the change in the ma,ss d~nsity because
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of the geometric change in the dimensionalities of (multi)fractal structure3 (within the
interval (3)!).

It immediately follows form Eq. (5) that under uniaxial tension (compression) the
change in the dimensionality .of multifractal structure in the direction of external force
Fx, which is Ax = Lx/Ix, is accompanied by the change in the lateral dimensionalities of
deformed multifractal structure in orthogonal directions of the surrounding d-space with
A¡ = L¡/l¡,wherei = 1,2,.. ., d - 1. The lateral deformations A¡ are related to Ax = AFas

Ai = Al. = A;Vf' = AFvF, i = 2,3, . . . , d, (6)

where lIF is the transverse deformation exponent.4
Substituting (6) into Eq. (5) we obtain a = 1 - (d - l)vF, so that

In Al. dF
lIF --1

- In AF - d - 1 . (7)

~

Therefore, if the first postulate (law) is valid, the transverse deformation exponent lIF of
an elastically isotropic multifractal is defined uniquely by its metric dimension.5

The data of Table 1 demonstrate that the results of calculations by the analytical
formula (7) agree well with results of computer simulations of the elastic properties of two-
dimensional percolation networks near a percolation threshold (see algo the Appendix), as
well as with the experimental data for aerogel SiO2 (which were obtained in the studies of
the longitudinal and transverse elastic waves propagation), rubber, and a strongly twisted
nondeformable polymer filaments.

At the same time, it must be emphasized that Eqs. (5) and (7) are not valid for materials
obeying conventional Poisson's effect, or, what is equivalent, the generalized Hooke's law.
For such materials the correlation length (c is equal to the sample size in the direction of
applied external force, i.e., (c ==Lx; so that (c and

AC = Ac1 = ~Cl

Ac2 (C2
(8)

must change .after deformation. At the same time, for an elastic continuum Ar = O and
AF ==1, while for a regular elastic lattice Ar= a/ ao (a and ao are the interatomic distances
before and after elastic deformation, respectively) and AF = Ac.Hence, for materials
obeying Poisson's effect our first postulate is not valido

3 Notice tbat formerly this fact was postulated as the second'law (see, for example reviews [5,6]).
In fact, as is shown above, Eq. (5) is a direct consequence oí the first law and oí the homeomorphism
oí reversible deíormations.

4 Notice tbat the exponent of lateral deformation~ lIF = -In A1./AF is equal to the Poisson's
ratio v = -.JiA22 - li7iAll - li only in the limit of infinitely small strains é:¡¡= ~ « 1.

5 At first glance, it is surprising that lateral deformations are independent of the detailed ge-
ometry of deíormed multiíractal. Notice, however, that similar situations (power law distributions
of stresses and strains with exponents which are a function only oí Poisson's ratio) are common
within singular problems in the classical theory oí the elastic continuum obeying tbe intermediate
asymptotic behavior (see, for example [17,18]).
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TABLE 1. Comparison oí Poisson's ratio v, calculated using analytical relationship (7), with the
computed values, based on two-dimensional elastic random networks, and with experimental data
íor aerogel SiOz, strongly twisted nondeíormable polymerfilament, and rubber.

Properties Rubber

Two-dimensional random network
oí size L x L near the percolation
threshold
(~c - correlation length)

L/~c 00 L/f.c ...,..o

Strongly -twisted
nondeíormable
filament

Aerogel SiO2

Elasticity oí
Connectedness oí network is
random network determined by

danglingbonds

Bonds,
determining
elasticity oí
network are
multiduplicated

Fra.ctal
dimension oí
elastic backbone
dF ~

Dimension oí
geodesic line,

. dF= dmin,
dmin = 1.1.:i:0.02
[29]

Dimension oí red
bonds,
dF = drb,
drb = 3/4 [29]

I/F, Eq. (7) 0.1 :i: 0.01 -1/3
Poisson's ratio
(results oí
numerical
simulation and
experimental
data)

0.08 :i:0.04

[28]

-0.33 :i: 0.01

[28]

-~ ~-<~

Furthermore, the."metric dimension of an elastic continuum as well as a r,egular elaStic
lattice (dp ==dq for all q), which can be considered as a limiting c¡;tsesfor multifr~~tal
structures, is equal to the topological dimension of structure dT; so that - '"

{
d,

dp =d - 1, {
O, dT = da=
1, dT = d - 1. (9)

Now, it is easyto understand that in the case of an euclidean elastic structure obeying
generalized Hooke's law the dimensionless function 1/Ip(Ac) = 1/I(Ac1)/1/I(Ac2)scales (in the
limit of infinitely small strains!) as -

1/Ip = (~Cl )-f3 ==(Lx(F¡) )-f3= Xc/,
~C2 Lx(F2)

(10)

where {J = 1 - (dT - l)v. The relation for the conventional Poisson's effect Ejj ,= l/En
(see footnote 4) may be derived by substitution of Eqs. (10) and (6) with dT = d in the
general relation (4).

Therefore, in the general case of an elastic multifractal structure, the lateral deforma-
tions of which are governed bythe combination of lateral deformations of the Ínultifractal
nature with those associated with the conventional Poisson's effect, the scalingrelation (5)

Fractal cluster Monomer Polymer network

dF, measured by
smaH;angle Dimensiori oíneutrÓn
scattering and selí-avoiding dF =3.00 :i: 0.04

molecular random walk: [25,26]

adsorption [31]: d.-a = 2 [29]
2.3:i: 0.1

0.15:i: 0.05 O 0.50 :i: 0.02

0.12:i: 0.08 O 0.50 :i: 0.01
[30] [27] [22]
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can be generalized into

p(F¡) - A-(d-dF)~{dT-I)v-1
p(F2)"- F k,G .

(11)

It should be emphasized, that relation (11) is valid only in the limit of infinitesimally small

strains Cii= J!A~ - 11~'1!
Now, if a mtiltifractal structure possesses Poisson's effect with Ae = AF,the transverse

deformation exponent is equal to

d-dF
lIF=lI- ([ 1' (12)

This relation governs the lateral défórpiation of the multifractal"is"wéll as the Poisson's
nature. "',

Below we will corisid~r only the elastic multifractals'.reversible behavior, whicli"'is gov-
erned by the two laws postuláted above. The lateral deformations of such'a structure nave
apure metric origin (Ae ='1)6'and are governed by the metric dimensionof the structure
(see Eq. (7)).

Looking back at the two proposed.laws oheversible deformations for multifractal struc-
tures, we see that we need to know the changes in the éntropy and;~internal energy as func-
tions of deformations before the closed system of constitutive equátions can be obtained.

Using the definitions of the infórmation'and correlation dÍlpensions and theif scaling
properties [1,2] with'rehttions (1), (5) valid, it is easy to show that the changes in the
thermodynamic entropy ~S(Ai) and in the internal energy'U(Ad during the reversible
deformation 'oí an elastic mtiltifractal in d-:-dimensional splce can be represented in the
~~ w

T ~S = -C2
(t A1r - d)

,
~=l

(l3)

and

~U = -Ct(A~C - 1), ae = d - de, (14)

respectively. Here CI and C2 are constants (noti<;ethat parameters CI and C2 can algo be
determined for any detailed modél of the~structure [19]).

Substituting (13) and(14) into (1), and using relations (5)-(7) we can derive the rela-
tionships between external force Fi and relative deformations Ai of multifractal structure.

For example, in the case of uniaxial deformation (tension 01'compression) wf obtain

FI = C2{dIAfr-1- dddF - (d,

- l)]Aidr[dF/(d-I)-I]-1 -"cI (d - dc)Af-dC-I }
.

. C2
(15)

6 It is pertinent to note that in th~ case AC = AF and 11= l/(d-l) Eqs. (11), (12) are equivalent
to Eqs. (5); (7), so that all results considered below are algo valid in this more general 'case.
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According to the dbvious condition F(>'i = 1) = O,it followsfreIDEq. (15) that

Cl = d d - dp < d
C2 Id - de - P,

(16)

so that 7

Fl = C2dl{>.f¡-l - [dp- (d - l)]>'ld¡(dF/(d-l)-l]-,~- (d - dp».f-dc-l}~ (17)

Thus behavior patterns of elastic m:ultifra<;tals (for which"two laws pdstulated above are
valid!) are completely determined by the metric, information, and correlation dimensions.

Moreover, it is easy to see that in the limit of infinit'ely small strains, Eqs. (17) and (7)
can be,generalize~ by using Eqs. (11) and (12).'

In the case of monofractal structure all generalized dimensions areequal to the. metric
(fractal) dimension, i.e., dq ==dF = dI = de [1], and Eq. (16) results in the equality

Cl
c-.. = dFf2 ..."'

(18)

So that, Eq. (15) may be rewritten in the forro

Fl = Cl {'>.fF-l - [dF- (d - l)]>'lvFdF;l - (d - dF»'1-l}. (19)

The stress 0"11is related to the force Fl (.xI) by obvious equation 9':11= Fl>.t-a, wliich
by using Eqs. (7), (19) may be written in theform

E

[
0"11 = " 1+4vF -1- 2

1+6vF+4v~ (.xl -1)-2vp(>'1 2VF,-1)],
(20)

where E = ({)O"11/8E:11)ris the Young modulus.

It is easy to see that, within the limit ofinfinitesima}ly small strains, jé:lll = ".jl>.it- 11 «
1, Eq, (20) leads to its classic counterpart for elastic continuuin. Thus~ fOl'monofractal
structure we llave Cl = 2(1 + vv)C2 = (1'+ 6VF f 4¡)~')E. ,Similarly, we can derive the
relations O"ij(>'k)for n-axial deformation of an elastically isotropic monofractal in the d
space. The pure shear is essentially a biaxial loading under the stresses 1711ande0"22such
that there is no change in length aloi\g{~econd direction, i.e., >'2= 1 (see Ref. [2'0]).

Therelationships between the elastic moduli, i.e., Young'sm08ulus E,'she~r modulus
G, and balk modulus D, and Lamé cocffieicnts >.,J.lof elastically isotropic(mono!)fractal,

7 In Reís. [5,6] we llave conjectured that íor an elastic multiíractal d¡(d - dp) = de(d - de).
This conjecture was made in the spirit oí the Dirac's maniíest tlyit ~a physicallaw must possess
mathematical beauty". However, there is no experimental evidente in support oí thisconjecture.
In this sense the Eqs. (16) and (17) are more correct ~han the related equations in Reís. [5,6].
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which are derived by analogy to the derivation of the corresponding relationships in clas-
sical theory of elastic continuum [20], are the following:

G = E(d - 1)
2dF '

E

B = d(d - dF)'

2
B = >.+ "d/t. (21)

Notice that these relations differ from those which were conjectured for elastic fractals by
Bergman and Kantor [21]. On the other hand, substituting Eq. (7) in the Eqs. (21) we
obtain expressions that' for d 7" 2 [nd d = 3 are identical to those for two- and three-
dimensional elastically isotropic continuum!

ClassicaLformulas for rub1{er-likeelasticity [~2]

E = E (>'l' - >'12),3 >'2 = >'3 ==X¡;1/2(p= const), (22)

may be -derived within a framework of Eqs. (17) and (5)-(7) for multifractals obeying

dF = d = 3, and dI = 2.

Notice that the condition dI = 2 is assoti~ed with the Gaussian statistics [7,23], which
is used in the classical models of rubber=Íike el{tsticity [22], while' the equality dF = d = 3
is the condition of incompressibility (see Eq. (5~), which is algo assumed in the classical
theory [22].

In fact, however, calculations based onEq. (22), with the vatue of E adjusted by fit-
ting, are in reasonable agreement with the experiments only in the range of relatively
small strains (>'i< 1.2) [22]. Traditionally, the refinement of the relation (22) is;made by
phenomenological modifications of the entropic theory, 9r by using empirical mod,els for
the elastic potential [22,24]. At the same time, elastomers are known to llave fractal or
multifractal microstructure [3,25,26]. Therefore, it is natural to describe rubber elasticity
of polymers by using the results of the concept of multifractal elasticity discuss~d above.

Generally the generalized dimensions of polymer networks swelled in a good solvent
are within the range 2 < dq ~ 3 [3,25,26]. Assuming in the first approximation that
dF = dI = de and substituting Eq. (7) intp E,q. (19), we,obtain the relationship between
the nominal stress Fl and the strain factor >'1In the case of uniaxial tension (compression)
of an elastomer in the following fo~m:

F = E
{

>.1+2//F - 2 ~-1-2//F(1+":F)- (1- 2 ..» .-2//F }1 1 +6/JF +A/J~ 1 /JF 1 /JF 1 ,
(23)

which was first derived in our work [7¡by other l11t1ans.8Notice, that behavior (23) differs
from (22) even in the limit of incO,mpressibly defOl:méd materi~l,whcn Eq. (23) r~dúces
to the formula . .. -i.

E
F2 = _ (>.2 - >.-2.5)4.5 1 1 , (24)

.-
8 We emphasize that Eq. (23)' is a lil11itingcase oí the general equation (19),which gives a richer

set oí various behavior patterns.
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obeying the experimentally established ~ymptotic (see Ref. [22])

El <XA~, when Al» 1.

It was shown in Refs. [5-11] that thei~"talculations based on Eq. (23) agree well with
experimental data.,for rubbers without any~adjustment of parameters« except E) right. up
to Al = 7.

The nonlinear stress-elongation asymptotic for superelastic networks [27],

O"U <X A 1/31 , P5)

is a special case of constitutive e,guations (17) and (7), which is valid for multifractal
structures possessing

dF + dI - d = 1, (26).
for example dF = 2,d ~ 3, dI = 4/3.

The basic relation of spring-like elas~icity [22V

E = E(A - 1) (27)

mar be algo derived from. (17) and (5)-(Z) in the case of multifractal structures for which
dF = dI = 2 (d = 3). .

Furthermore, the pseudo-elastic, super-elastic, and l'!lbber-li~e behaviór of alloys ,with
thermoelastic martensitic transformation [3] can bealso evaluated within a framework of
the multifractal theory'of elasticity.9

Hence the proper regard for the real morphology allows an adequate description for
the behavior of a reversible deformed material with fra<;talormultilractal microstructure.
Considereg, examples revealed that two laws of reversible deformations' of multifractal
structure, which are postulated in preseIlt work, are valid at least for some classes of
materials with (multi)f~a~tal (micro)structure.

Wechope this work will stimulateexperimental research along this Hile. We expect that
these investigations will support our concept of multifractal elasticity. If so, experimental
data on elastic behaviorcan be used to estimate the metric, information, and correlation
dimensions of the (multi)fractal microstructure.
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ApPENDIX

The percolating network i8 a fundamental ,model ,for describing geometric,!:l fe.l:tturesof
random systems [2,29]. There are two main,.kinds of percolating networks: "Bite" ano
"bond". To create a site-percolating network,~~ach inteJ;,section (site) of an initially pre'-
pared d-dimensionallattice is occupied at random with probability p. Sites are conneCted
if they are adjacent along a principal direction. In a bond-percolation network, all sites
are initially!occupied ano, 150.ndsaJ:~"occupied randomlYt;with probability p. At a critical
(different) concentration p = pc (pc algo depends on the dimension ano symmetry of
originallatÍice), both site ano boqd percolation exhibit a single, infinite cluster spanning
all space. -

When the occúP<1tionprobability pJs less than pc, there are only finite clusters, whereas
if p > pc anDinfinite.cluster is pieseht as well as finite clusters. The cluster 'both at pc
ano away from pc are characterized by the nuniber of sites, s, in tHe cluster ano by the
radius of gyration, Rg(s), of the cluster. Over what distances are occupied sites connected?
The connect~dness length (c is defined ~s the average root mean square distance between

occupied sites that belong to the same ano finitf. cluster. This connecte~nes~le'9gth is ,algo
called the correlation length. The lower cutoff;lscale characterizi!lg the,percolátion cluster
is the length a that forros the lattice spacip.g'oftlÍe origiriallaHice. . ~

For the problem of the"electricáJ condut'tivity of ahndom resistor Iletwórk ano transport
dynamic properties, anotller object isrelevant: th~ cc"backbone"of an ihfinite percolation
cluster [29].'Fhe backbone is definedas the network ofunblocked connected bonos, through
which one can go to infinity by at'least two nonintersectingpaths. In 'bther worn::l~,tgé
backbone is a set of bonos, through which~ele"ctric current would flow were a.votta~e
applied to the cluster at infinitely remote efectro'<:les.:::rherest:;6r the Clu.st~ri~refhre<l to
as a collection of "dead" 01' ','d~ngling ends". A dangling end cah be"disconne~ted"frómthe
cluster by cutting a single bond. In random resistor network near~the p~rcolation threshold,
some bonos carry'the highest current. These bonos forro the set of single cohnected bonos
of the backhone. This set qfbond}3were called "red bonds" (when one red bond is c~ut,
the current flow stops). 'The rest of bonos of the backbone is the "blue bonds" (Blue
bonds carry current, btit when'a blue bond is cut, the resistance of the system only slowly
increases). Anbther important concept is the minimalor "chemical",path between""two
points of a backbone, which is the shortest path between th~ two points. The shortest
path between the sites i and' j realizes along the "geodesic lipe"" ano 'cahbé d~fi'ned as
the minimal number of steps'by wliichwe can reach j from i, witlf'l'estriction to existing
paths between connected sites. This is termed the chemlcal distance Lche~ (notice'that it
is not the same as the linear length measurcd between the two points ano referred tú as
the "Euclidean. distance" ).

For any length scale L » (c, a percolating system is macroscopically horn<fgeneous.
But for a ~ L ~ (c, the system possesses statistical scaleinvariance ano may be' referred
to:as afractal or"multifractal object, all properties ofw.hich obey a power law dependehce
on its characteristic linear size L [29]. For exampl~/the total mitn:ber of bonos (01'sites)
of the cluster scales as NcI '" Ldcl, where del'Is' the fractal dimension of the cluster; the
total number of backbonc bonos scales as N'bb '" V{bb; thg number of red bonos Nred
scales with L as Nred '" LDrb. The chemica1 dimension dchem is d~fincd from the relation
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Nchem '" L~h~;;' The chemical length scales with Las Lchem '" L1min, where the fractal
dimension oí géodesic line dmin is equalto the'l'{Ltio del/dchem'

Recently, there has been a considerablé interestin thé elastié" properties of percolat...
ing random networks [21,28]. It was found that for elastic prbblem the critical value of
occupation probability PCel diffe.rs from pc [32]. For example, for percolation on the two-
dimensional triangular lattice pc = 0.3473, whereas PCel= 0.58 [32]. Hence .the elastic
backbone which govemscelastic behavior of percolating network CaIgodiffers from back-
bone,govemed electrical resistance. Among the surprises tliat *were uncoyered was the
phenomenon of a negative Poisson's ratio'ÍI of percolation network of size L « ~c near
the percolation threshold (L ~ a) [28]. It was algo found that the Poisson's ratio is sen-
sitive to the precise value of L/~c, changing from -0.33 when L/~c -+ O to about +0.08
when L/~c -+ 00 (a zero Poisson's ratio was found for L/~c ::=0.2) [28] The most im-
portant result of the refered works is that the limiting values of v (namely v(O) = -0.33
and v(oo) = 0.08) are independent of the elementary (microscopic) force constants of
the bonds. This give the rige to describe the elastic behavior of sutIl networks within a
framework of the theory of multifractal elasticity (see Table 1).
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